
CHAPTER 5

NATURAL RESOURCES

The need to reconcile our interests is not solely about fish, moose,
deer or trap lines. Fundamentally, this is about life and the land and
resources that support our existence and well-being. We want to be
full partners in a plan that fairly and equitably manages the great wealth
that the natural resources of this province provide. We will not contin-
ue to be made the poorest of the poor while all around us people use and
exploit our resources to enrich themselves at our expense.1

These words from the Chiefs of Ontario submission embody many of the impor-
tant ideas I heard about natural resources during the Inquiry, and which I will
consider in this part of my report. I cannot deal with all of the facets and complex-
ities of this large subject here, and my discussion will focus on the ways in which
it relates to the mandate of the Inquiry.

There are basically two ways in which the management of Ontario land and
resources has a significant bearing on my mandate to make recommendations
to reduce the likelihood of violence at Aboriginal occupations and protests. First,
there is the rights protection dimension—the obligation of the province to respect
and accommodate Aboriginal and treaty rights in its management and regula-
tion of lands and resources. The practical objective here is to avoid situations in
which Aboriginal communities feel that the only way they can protect their rights
and interests is to confront provincial authorities or other parties through block-
ades and occupations or other forms of direct action. Second, there is the dimen-
sion of interests and opportunities—the benefits that flow to all of us from
strengthening the economies of Aboriginal peoples and enabling them to share in
the development of the province. The anger and despair that leads to conflict and
confrontation will surely diminish as the marginalization of Aboriginal commu-
nities on small reserves is overcome and their people are no longer excluded
from development opportunities on their traditional lands.

Disputes between Aboriginal peoples, governments, and third parties over nat-
ural resource development are perhaps even more common than disputes about
land claims. Indeed, some of the most well-known and longest occupations and
protests have been about natural resource issues, including the protests at Burnt
Church, Temagami, Grassy Narrows, and the “War in the Woods” in British
Columbia. The recent incident at Big Trout Lake in Northern Ontario, which I
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discuss below, is an example of the growing tension surrounding these issues in
Northern Ontario.

The regulation of natural resources also illustrates how Aboriginal rights,
non-Aboriginal economic interests, and court intervention can collide in a com-
bustible mix before, during, or after an Aboriginal occupation or protest. For
many Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, the regulation and use of natural
resources goes to the heart of their lives and livelihoods.

The issues and policies I consider in this section concern First Nations and
Métis communities. First Nations have rights and interests relating to land and
resources which stem from their treaty relations and expectations. Métis com-
munities also have rights and interests, which have been recognized by courts,
based on their traditional ways of obtaining sustenance from the land.

In this chapter, I discuss sharing and managing the natural resources of
Ontario. First, I consider the constitutional duty of the provincial government to
consult and accommodate with respect to Aboriginal rights and interests. Second,
I consider strategies and initiatives to include Aboriginal peoples in natural
resource development. Third, I consider the regulation of hunting and fishing
and wildlife conservation.

5.1 Moving from Exclusion to Accommodation and Sharing

From an Aboriginal perspective, the history of the management of land and
resources in Ontario is a history of exclusion and the denial of rights. In chapter
3, I reviewed the historical record of treaty rights with respect both to lands
reserved for First Nations and traditional lands beyond reserves, which reveals that
these rights were not always honoured or recognized, and that Aboriginal peoples
were often excluded from the economic development of the province. Professor
Coyle summed up the historical record this way:

Although hunting and fishing had been the mainstay of First Nation
economies and a key focus of the treaties, in general Aboriginal people
were not given hunting and fishing licenses to develop their economies.
Equally, First Nations in Ontario were virtually excluded from the
economic benefits offered by other resources within their traditional
territories. This is a grievance that remains outstanding to this day.2

Jean Teillet made a similar point:

The natural resource regulatory regime in Ontario was developed to
support and serve the economy and interests of the citizens of Ontario.
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However, it has never supported or served the interests of all the peo-
ple in Ontario. … Part of Ontario’s polity and economic complexity is
the existence of Aboriginal peoples and an Aboriginal economy. The
Aboriginal economy which has evolved over thousands of years is,
for the most part, an unrecognized economy in the south of Canada.3

The relationship between natural resources, Aboriginal economic development,
and Aboriginal occupations and protests is obvious to all experienced observers.

In its report to the Inquiry, the Nishnawbe-Aski Police Services Board
described how the Constance Lake First Nation initiated protests against its exclu-
sion from forestry, mining, and pipeline developments in its traditional territory:

Within a short span of three years, Constance Lake First Nation
launched three different protests on three different resources based
interests that have directly impacted their traditional territories. Elder
Richard Ferris stated, “the protests taken by First Nations at these
sites were not to block or fight against development but we were try-
ing to fight our way into the development. Our youth and people
need the employment instead the developers were not sensitive to
our needs and situation. We have to share in the development.”
[Emphasis in the original.] 4

The failure to recognize the rights and interests of Aboriginal peoples in the
development of lands and resources in Ontario stems very much from sharply
different understandings about the nature of the lands which Aboriginal peoples
agreed to share with newcomers as opposed to those which they retained as
reserves for their exclusive use and occupation. First Nations people regarded
and continue to regard the lands they agreed to share as their “traditional lands,”
where the resources had for many years provided their sustenance. Although, in
making treaties with the Crown they agreed to give up their exclusive Aboriginal
title to these lands, they never intended to abandon them. They continue to regard
these lands as a major source of their sustenance, and as fundamental to their
identity. The promise of continued access to these lands was a crucial condition
of their consent to the treaties.5

Every treaty in Ontario supported the expectation that treaty lands outside of
reserves would be shared. Promises made by Crown representatives encouraged
these expectations, but despite these promises, colonial and Canadian authori-
ties referred to these lands as “surrendered lands.” The term “surrendered lands”
is inaccurate and misleading. It suggests that the treaties were made after the
Indian nations somehow “lost” these lands. Moreover, “surrendered lands,” con-
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trary to the terms of the treaties, suggests that the First Nations gave up their
continuing rights or interests in their traditional lands. A new approach to
Aboriginal relations in Ontario requires a shared understanding of the rights and
interests of First Nations in these traditional lands.

5.2 Negotiated Solutions and Provincial Leadership

The regulation of natural resources and activities on the off-reserve traditional
lands of Aboriginal peoples is squarely within the constitutional jurisdiction of
the provincial government. The provincial Crown owns approximately 87% of the
land in Ontario. Much of this land is also the traditional territory of Aboriginal
peoples.

Thus, the province has a central role in all facets of resource regulation as it
relates to Aboriginal peoples in Ontario. Unlike its role in land claims, the feder-
al government has a minimal role in regulating natural resources in Ontario.

As with land claims, negotiation, not confrontation, is the best way to achieve
progress in reconciling treaty and Aboriginal rights with non-Aboriginal rights and
interests. Occupations, protests, blockades, injunctions, civil litigation, provincial
prosecutions, and other kinds of court proceedings should be last resorts.
Unfortunately, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal parties often resort to direct
action or litigation to ensure that their perspectives are acknowledged. The result
is often frustration, delay, and missed economic opportunities which could poten-
tially benefit all Ontarians.

Negotiated solutions will always work best to resolve the complex interaction
of rights, expectations, and interests of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples in
this area. The objective of all parties in conflicts over resource development and
natural resources generally should be to develop peaceful, constructive, enduring
solutions, consistent with Canadian law and with the broader economic and social
interests of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples in Ontario.

Long-term economic development, either in general or for Aboriginal peoples,
is not very likely if the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities are at war with
each other. This is why provincial government leadership is so important. The
provincial government is in a unique position to bring together the various par-
ties, organizations, and interests in a spirit of constructive cooperation and
understanding.

Fortunately, in Ontario and across the country, there is a track record of suc-
cessful projects to build upon. Perhaps even more fortunately, the provincial gov-
ernment has recently committed to “charting a new course for a constructive,
co-operative relationship with the Aboriginal peoples of Ontario.”6 An important
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part of this new approach is the “goal of closing the gap between Aboriginal
people and the rest of its citizens” in the management of natural resources.7

In aiming to close the gap between Aboriginal peoples and other citizens,
the Ontario government is acknowledging the past exclusion of Aboriginal peo-
ples from the benefits flowing from natural resources found on traditional lands
and from the management of these lands. Part of the impetus for this effort is
the constitutional obligation of the province, as set down in recent Supreme Court
decisions, to consult with and accommodate Aboriginal peoples when develop-
ments are proposed in areas in which treaty or Aboriginal rights are asserted. I wish
to emphasize, however, that the rationale for including Aboriginal peoples in
managing natural resources and enjoying their benefits goes beyond simply meet-
ing legal obligations. There is also a strong, practical, interest-based rationale
for this approach. It is to the benefit of all Ontarians that Aboriginal peoples
share in the bounty of the province and in the care of its resources. Sharing
resources and resource revenues is one way for Aboriginal peoples to take con-
trol of their lives, build viable economies, and improve the dire conditions under
which many of them are forced to live. It is also a way for all Ontarians to avoid
the costs of Aboriginal occupations and protests.

5.3 Fulfilling the Duty to Consult and Accommodate

5.3.1 Haida Nation, Taku River, and Mikisew

In chapter 3, I summarized a number of Supreme Court of Canada decisions
which clarified the meaning of the Aboriginal and treaty rights recognized and
affirmed in the Constitution of Canada. In three recent cases of particular relevance
to this section, the Court dealt with the principle of the “honour of the Crown” and
the duty of the government to consult Aboriginal peoples and accommodate their
interests when contemplating any action that might impact on Aboriginal or treaty
rights.8 These principles had been enunciated in earlier decisions by the Supreme
Court.9 However, Haida Nation, Taku River, and Mikisew added an important
element to the existing principles: federal, provincial, and local governments
now have a duty to consult not only in situations where the treaty or Aboriginal
right is proven, but also in cases were the right is asserted but not yet proven.
The Supreme Court decision in Mikisew is particularly relevant to Ontario since
it involved treaty rights on off-reserve “traditional” or “surrendered” lands.10

The duty to consult and accommodate is extremely important. It offers the
real prospect of reconciling Aboriginal rights and interests in land, water, and
resources by promoting peaceful, meaningful consultation and participation in
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decision-making with respect to natural resources. Thus, the duty to consult and
accommodate, if properly and effectively fulfilled, offers the very real poten-
tial to significantly reduce the number of Aboriginal occupations and protests.
Equally important, the duty to consult and accommodate offers the very real
potential to promote Aboriginal economies and economic self-sufficiency.

It is important to note that the duty to consult and accommodate does not
give Aboriginal peoples a veto over development on their traditional lands. The
Supreme Court has made it very clear, however, that governments must take a new
approach in their dealings with Aboriginal peoples. The scope of the duty to con-
sult and accommodate is potentially very wide. It is triggered in all circumstances
where the province has actual or constructive knowledge of an Aboriginal right,
treaty, land, or title claim, and where it is considering actions that might impact
on those rights, claims, or titles. Such circumstances could include the following:

• Changes in natural resource-related and environmental regulations and
polices

• The management and sale of Crown lands

• Mining applications, permits, and approvals, as well as mining activities
on traditional lands

• The creation of new provincial parks or the alteration of existing parks

• Land development or industrial projects which will alter the habitat

• Land use approvals issued under provincial planning legislation, including
decisions by provincial conservation authorities which might affect water-
sheds in areas used by Aboriginal people

• Forest management planning

• Energy-related development

This is only a partial list. It is important to note that municipal governments
and provincial agencies are probably likewise subject to the duty to consult and
accommodate.

5.3.2 Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation and Platinex

The confrontation between the Kitchenuhmaykoosib Inninuwug First Nation (KI
First Nation) and the Platinex mining exploration company at Big Trout Lake in
Northern Ontario in early 2006 dramatically illustrates what happens when the
provincial government fails to take the lead in ensuring meaningful consultation
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with a First Nation before it permits resource development to go ahead on tradi-
tional First Nations lands.11 It also demonstrates the need for provincial leadership
in the face of the competing interests of Aboriginal peoples and non-Aboriginal
private enterprise and illustrates the potential for increasingly intrusive court
intervention in natural resource regulation and development.

Platinex had been granted rights by the Ontario Ministry of Northern
Development and Mines to undertake exploratory drilling for platinum on the
traditional lands of the KI First Nation, close to its reserve, at a time when the KI
First Nation was pursuing a Treaty Land Entitlement claim with the federal gov-
ernment.12 The KI First Nation claims that their 85-square-mile reserve falls
approximately 200 square miles short of the reserve lands to which they are enti-
tled under the terms of Treaty 9. Although the KI First Nation is not opposed to
development on its traditional lands, the community fears that if exploration is
allowed to proceed, the area in question could be thereby removed from land that
might be added to their reserve.

In 2004 and 2005, Platinex had several meetings with the KI First Nation
chief and other members of the band, but they did not reach a development agree-
ment. In January 2006, Platinex cancelled a meeting at which it was to hear the
concerns of KI First Nation band members. In February, the company sent a
drilling team to Big Trout Lake by winter road. Fifteen to twenty KI First Nation
members stood on the road, blocking the truck carrying the drill, and they ploughed
snow onto the airstrip used by the drilling crew. OPP officers were present
throughout the confrontation. The officers took the position that without a court
order or injunction, they would not remove the blockade or prevent the deposit of
snow on the airstrip. Subsequently, Platinex and the KI First Nation initiated law-
suits against one another and both sought injunctions from the Superior Court;
Platinex to stop the blockade and interference with the airstrip, and the KI First
Nation to stop the drilling.

Mr. Justice G.P. Smith of the Superior Court heard the case in June and ren-
dered his decision on July 27, 2006. The judge granted the injunction requested
by the KI First Nation and ordered Platinex to cease its exploration program at Big
Trout Lake for a period of five months, after which the parties would attend
before him to discuss the continuation of his order. Justice Smith based his judg-
ment on the principles of the honour of the Crown and the duty to consult, set out
in the Supreme Court cases I have cited. He noted that the Ontario government
“has been almost entirely absent from the consultation process with KI and has
abdicated its responsibility and delegated its duty to consult to Platinex.” He
commented further:
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Despite repeated judicial messages delivered over the course of 16
years, the evidentiary record available in this case sadly reveals that the
provincial Crown has not heard or comprehended this message and
has failed in fulfilling this obligation.

One of the unfortunate aspects of the Crown’s failure to understand
and comply with its obligations is that it promotes industrial uncer-
tainty to those companies, like Platinex, interested in exploring and
developing the rich resources located on Aboriginal traditional land.

In weighing the merits of granting injunctions to Platinex or to the KI First
Nation, Justice Smith concluded that, although suspending the Platinex drilling
operation would damage the business interests of the company, granting an injunc-
tion to Platinex “would make the duties owed by the Crown and third parties
meaningless and send a message to other resource development companies that
they can simply ignore Aboriginal concerns.” By contrast, granting an injunc-
tion to the First Nation “enhances the public interest by making the consultation
process meaningful and by compelling the Crown to accept its fiduciary obliga-
tions and to act honourably.”

The confrontation at Big Trout Lake and the judicial decision in the Platinex
case should serve as a call to Ontario to take the initiative in meeting its obliga-
tion to ensure that meaningful, good-faith efforts are made to accommodate the
interests of Aboriginal peoples and to respect their rights in the course of manag-
ing natural resource development.

5.3.3 A New Provincial Policy on the Duty to Consult and Accommodate

In light of the three Supreme Court of Canada decisions discussed above, several
provincial governments have released or have committed to releasing consulta-
tion guidelines to guide ministries contemplating actions that might have an impact
on Aboriginal or treaty rights.13 Ontario published its “New Approach to Aboriginal
Affairs” in 2005, which committed the province to drafting consultation guidelines,
and in June 2006, released the “Draft Guidelines for Ministries on Consultation with
Aboriginal Peoples Related to Aboriginal Rights and Treaty Rights.”14

My concern is that the draft guidelines appear to direct government min-
istries to decide, unilaterally, whether a particular project might have an impact
on Aboriginal or treaty rights and thus trigger the duty to consult. The guidelines
begin with the title, “A New Relationship with Aboriginal Peoples,” but unilater-
al decisions by the government seem to be part of the old way of relating to
Aboriginal peoples.
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I have also heard from parties regarding their serious concerns about the
draft consultation guidelines. They told me that the guidelines give government
officials too much discretion in the consultation process, and that there is too
much emphasis on the product of the consultation and not enough on the process.
The lack of capacity and resources within First Nations and in government min-
istries, sufficient to ensure that consultation and accommodation processes are
meaningful, is a further concern. There is no mention of land claims in the
guidelines.

The government of British Columbia has worked with the First Nations
Leadership Council to develop a new consultation policy in that province. I urge
Ontario to undertake a similar effort to work with provincial Aboriginal organ-
izations to develop consultation policies acceptable to both Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal people.

Ontario must work closely with First Nations and Métis people to come to an
agreement on how the government can meet the duty to consult and accommodate.
Some local consultation agreements, already in place in Ontario, may serve as use-
ful precedents or case studies, including the Grand River Notif ication
Agreement.15 Consultation and accommodation processes are unique to each
situation, however, and must be undertaken directly with the First Nations that hold
the rights and treaties involved.

In my view, developing a provincial policy on the duty to consult and accom-
modate would be a good place to start. Ultimately, it would be advisable to incor-
porate an acknowledgement of this duty in legislation, regulations, and other
applicable government policies. This would promote respect and understanding
for this duty throughout the provincial government. It would also promote con-
sistency and conformity with the constitutional obligations of the province.

I further recommend that the provincial government take steps to promote
respect and understanding of the duty to consult and accommodate within munic-
ipalities and relevant provincial agencies.

5.4 Sharing and Managing Natural Resources

Apart from its constitutional obligations, Ontario needs a broad approach to
overcoming the past exclusion of Aboriginal peoples from resource manage-
ment to help secure a better economic base and future for Aboriginal peoples, to
promote successful and enduring relationships between Aboriginal peoples and
non-Aboriginal peoples in Ontario, and ultimately to contribute to avoiding future
Aboriginal occupations and protests.

As I have mentioned, approximately 87% of land in Ontario is owned by the
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Crown. The Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) is responsible for
managing Crown lands and natural resources, including fish, wildlife, and forests.

MNR has several divisions responsible for policy development, corporate
support, and delivery of a number of programs. The following programs involve
the most contact with Aboriginal people:

• Fish and Wildlife

• Lands and Waters

• Parks and Protected Areas

• Forest Management

• Enforcement

Program delivery is conducted through the Field Services Division, which has
about twenty-five district offices and fifteen area offices. MNR employs approx-
imately 285 people in its Enforcement Program, including 204 Conservation
Officers working in the field.16

MNR has an Aboriginal affairs unit, with a staff of twenty-three. The unit
provides policy development and guidance to staff in their interactions with
Aboriginal people.

Several Inquiry research papers and projects submitted by parties discussed
the relationship between Aboriginal peoples and MNR. For example, the sub-
mission by the Union of Ontario Indians included numerous complaints about
MNR activities, including harassment of First Nations harvesters, cancellation of
Community Harvest Agreements, transfer of resource management to third-party
interest groups, and barriers preventing Aboriginal people from engaging in com-
mercial forestry. The Union submitted that these experiences and others build
mistrust and cynicism towards MNR:

It is a commonly held view among First Nations people that the treaties
are the basis for existing relationships. It is also a widely held belief that
the treaties are the mechanism that allowed Canada and Ontario to
prosper, often at the expense of First Nations. In the north, many
Anishinabek believe that every truckload of logs and load of ore that
leaves the territory makes them poorer and someone else richer.17

MNR advised the Inquiry that it “acknowledges that the historical policies
and practices of provincial and federal governments have resulted in ongoing
disenfranchisement and displacement of Aboriginal people from their land and
traditional practices in Canada.”18
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I have learned about a number of positive initiatives undertaken by Ontario
ministries and Aboriginal peoples to share resource management. The process
of working towards co-management schemes is useful in itself. During the
process, Aboriginal peoples, government officials, and non-Aboriginal peo-
ples learn from one another, learn to trust one another, and build capacity and
experience. Co-management arrangements also serve to educate the public about
the constitutional rights of Aboriginal peoples. They reflect the willingness of
the government and of Aboriginal peoples to consult, negotiate, compromise, and
arrive at solutions that work. Jean Teillet described the range of these activities:

There have been other attempts to accomplish the task of bringing
Aboriginal peoples into the management of the existing natural
resources regulatory regime. They are known under various names —
co-management, joint management, stewardship, or partnerships. Each
really stands for an institutional arrangement whereby government
and Aboriginal peoples, by means of a formal agreement, set out their
respective rights, powers and obligations with respect to the manage-
ment of specific resources in a particular area. Such arrangements
include consultation processes on matters of resource allocation and
management, administrative authority and decision-making ability.
Such co-management arrangements are, in essence, a form of power
sharing. Final decision-making in the absence of consensus varies
with each situation.19

Two examples of co-management and resource-sharing initiatives in Ontario
are the Anishinabek/Ontario Resource Management Council and the Saugeen
Ojibway Nations and Ontario Commercial Fishery Agreement.20 Researchers
and a number of parties singled out these two initiatives as positive examples.

Despite these positive developments, important criticisms of previous and
existing co-management arrangements must be taken into account if and when the
provincial government and Aboriginal peoples negotiate or renew these agree-
ments. For example, I heard that these arrangements are limited in scope because
Ontario is reluctant to actively engage Aboriginal people in determining treaty and
Aboriginal rights to natural resources, opting instead for prosecutions and other
court actions to determine the extent of the rights in question.21 As the Chiefs of
Ontario stated in their final submission, “Ontario’s steadfast refusal to recognize
the rights of First Nations guaranteed by the treaties make future confrontations
likely.”22

Another criticism I heard about co-management and resource-sharing ini-
tiatives is that in some of them, Ontario acted unilaterally or consulted with
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Aboriginal peoples only very late in the process. For example, the Northern
Boreal Initiative opens up huge areas of the province to potential development. It
is based on the 1999 Ontario Forest Accord, which resulted from the Ontario
“Living Legacy” policy. The Living Legacy is the land use strategy for 39 million
hectares of public lands and waters in the central and northern parts of the
province. This area is home to many First Nations people and communities. I
have heard that although Aboriginal peoples will be involved in developing the
community land use plans pursuant to the Northern Boreal Initiative, they were
not involved in or consulted about the Forest Accord. The MNR, environmen-
talists, and the forest industry negotiated the Accord.23

I understand that some of these co-management and resource-sharing arrange-
ments are complex in implementation, but from the Aboriginal perspective, they
have failed to fulfill their initial promise. For example, Condition 34 (formerly
Condition 77) of the Ontario Timber Class Environmental Assessment requires
MNR to conduct negotiations with Aboriginal peoples at the local level in order
to find ways of achieving a more equal participation by Aboriginal peoples in
the benefits realized through forest management planning.24 The criticism I heard
is that, since its inception in 1994, “implementation of this condition has proven
to be frustratingly elusive.”25

Finally, even in co-management initiatives that government and Aboriginal
peoples both see as positive, there is lingering doubt about their effectiveness.
For example, with respect to the Anishinabek/Ontario Fisheries Resource Centre,
the Union of Ontario Indians pointed out concerns about how much Aboriginal
traditional knowledge is being incorporated into the work of the Centre and how
much attention MNR actually pays to the work and findings of the Centre.26

The failings of some Ontario/Aboriginal co-management and resource-sharing
initiatives and the criticisms of them point to the fundamental need for the provin-
cial government to actively develop true partnerships and undertake meaningful
consultations with Aboriginal peoples in resource management and development.

Ontario should take a close look at the co-management and resource-
sharing initiatives which are part of the effort to establish a new relationship with
First Nations in British Columbia. In 2006 alone, the government of British
Columbia and First Nations communities entered into agreements about land
use, mining, forestry, tourism, economic benefits, and parks management.27 These
agreements include the February 2006 Central Coast and North Coast Land and
Resources Management Plan (LRMP), which covers approximately 6.4 million
hectares of the Central Coast and North Coast of B.C. About twenty-five First
Nations participated in the LRMP consultation process, along with environmen-
talists, industry representatives, local governments, and others. The BC government
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and First Nations will negotiate individual land use agreements within the con-
text of the LRMP.

5.4.1 Anishinabek/Ontario Resource Management Council

The Anishinabek/Ontario Resource Management Council has earned the praise
of the Union of Ontario Indians, the Chiefs of Ontario, and the provincial govern-
ment. It therefore serves to demonstrate the potential of a good co-management
model.

The Anishinabek Nation and the MNR signed a Memorandum of
Understanding in 2000 (renewed in 2003) establishing the Anishinabek/Ontario
Resource Management Council. The Council is an advisory body to the Minister
of Natural Resources and the Anishinabek Nation Grand Council Chief, and its
purpose is to provide a forum for First Nations and senior MNR managers to
discuss natural resource management in Ontario. The Council has discussed land
use planning, water management planning, conservation and enforcement, fish and
wildlife management, and forestry policy.

In its submission, the province said that “structures such as those developed
in cooperation at local levels or at the political organization level have also proven
valuable and successful in ensuring not just transparency of decision-making but
actual participation and input into decision-making,”28 and that “through such
initiatives, communication and transparency are improved, relationships are estab-
lished, and trust, awareness and understanding are built.”29

The Anishinabek/Ontario Resource Management Council appears to be work-
ing well. Indeed, in July 2006, the Union of Ontario Indians and MNR signed a
Letter of Intent to create a Leadership Forum supporting the Council, which will
be a joint process connected to the Council, to resolve natural resources issues and
disputes.

The Chiefs of Ontario recommended that Ontario build on the positive expe-
riences with the Council and other initiatives to expand such partnerships with First
Nations throughout the province.30 I am encouraged to hear that the province is
making efforts to create similar forums with Grand Council Treaty #3 and the
Nishnawbe Aski Nation.

5.4.2 Saugeen Ojibway Nations and Ontario Commercial Fishery Agreement

The Saugeen Ojibway Nations and Ontario Commercial Fishery Agreement
pertaining to the waters around the Bruce Peninsula is another good example of
how to respect Aboriginal fishing rights and promote resource-sharing and joint
management of natural resources. The Agreement is also an important case study
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in the volatile combination of treaty and Aboriginal rights, non-Aboriginal eco-
nomic interests, and court intervention, and it highlights the overarching need
for provincial leadership in the regulation of natural resources in Ontario.31

The Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation and the Saugeen First Nation
(“the Saugeen Ojibway Nation”) share traditional territory in southwestern
Ontario. Members of the Saugeen First Nation have historically fished the waters
around the Bruce Peninsula, both for food and to trade and sell. The Crown rec-
ognized the right of the Saugeen Ojibway Nation to these waters in the 1847
Royal Declaration. Nevertheless, from about the mid-1800s on, the growing
numbers of non-Aboriginal fishers put increasing pressure on sturgeon and lake
trout stock in these waters.32

It was not until about 1984 that MNR began to regulate commercial fishing
in Lake Huron—without consultation with the Saugeen Ojibway Nation. MNR
treated the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal fishers the same way in applying quo-
tas and licences, despite objections from the Saugeen Ojibway Nation. The result
was a greatly restricted Aboriginal fishery. As Jean Teillet pointed out, “the entire
Nawash commercial harvest amounted to only one percent (1%) of the entire
non-Native commercial catch.”33

In 1989, Howard Jones and Francis Nadjiwon, two members of the Chippewas
of Nawash, were charged with taking more lake trout than permitted by the First
Nation’s commercial fishing licence, contrary to Ontario Fishery Regulations. In
his April 1993 ruling, Justice David Fairgrieve dismissed all charges and con-
cluded that the Saugeen Ojibway Nation had an Aboriginal and treaty right to
fish for commercial purposes.34 He held that the quota imposed by MNR in its
licensing scheme infringed upon this right, and that MNR could not justify this
infringement. Justice Fairgrieve was also critical of the “high-handed and adver-
sarial stance” MNR had taken toward the constitutional rights of the Saugeen
Ojibway Nation.35

Both before and after Jones and Nadjiwon, the Saugeen Ojibway Nation
approached the province to try to reach a co-management agreement concerning
the commercial fishery in the waters around the Bruce Peninsula. In 1994, Ontario
agreed to discuss co-management.

Despite the concerted efforts of the Saugeen Ojibway Nation to educate the
public about their treaty and Aboriginal rights, the summer and early fall of 1995
was marked by protests, violence, and vocal opposition from some members of
the non-Aboriginal community to the commercial fishing rights of the Saugeen
Ojibway Nation. The protests and violence included a march by nearly 100 peo-
ple on an Aboriginal woman who was selling fish in the Owen Sound market.
Aboriginal fishing boats and nets were vandalized, a First Nation-owned fishing
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tug was burned, and several members of the Saugeen Objibway Nation were
assaulted in Owen Sound.36

In August of 1995, the new provincial government informed the Saugeen
Ojibway Nation that it would not continue with the co-management discussions.
Later, the government tried to unilaterally impose a new regulatory scheme under
the Aboriginal Communal Fishing Licence Regulations, which the Saugeen
Ojibway Nation resisted. The MNR continued to lay charges against Saugeen
Ojibway Nation fishers for not adhering to the communal licenses.

In 1997, the federal government appointed a judge to mediate the dispute
between MNR and the Saugeen Ojibway Nation. In June 2000, seven years after
the Jones and Nadjiwon decision recognized the Saugeen Ojibway right to fish
commercially, the provincial and federal governments and the Saugeen Ojibway
Nation signed the first Fishery Agreement to manage the commercial fishery in
Lake Huron and Georgian Bay around the Bruce Peninsula. In July 2005, the
Agreement was renewed for a further five years, including a protocol for how
the parties will work together to ensure compliance and to exchange informa-
tion about the commercial fishery.37

A First Nation should not have to experience what the Saugeen Ojibway
Nation went through to reach a co-operative management agreement with Ontario.
I recommend that the provincial government continue to work with First Nations
and Aboriginal organizations in Ontario to develop co-management arrange-
ments and resource-sharing initiatives. Partnerships of this sort, however, will
require resources and capacity within First Nations, the provincial government, and
any third-party organizations or stakeholder groups involved. Therefore, I further
recommend that the provincial government provide financial or other support to
Aboriginal organizations and third parties to develop capacity, identify best prac-
tices, and formulate strategies to promote co-management and resource-sharing.

The Union of Ontario Indians submitted that, in any government and
Aboriginal initiative to improve the sharing of resource management and the rev-
enues from resources, “the focus must be on measurable targets that bring mean-
ingful benefit to First Nation communities whose traditional territories are being
directly affected by resource extraction.”38 The Union further recommended that
new initiatives should be subject to independent evaluation to determine their
effectiveness. I consider this proposal reasonable, and I recommend that the
province commission an independent evaluation of one or more significant co-
management initiatives. This will assist decision-makers on all sides of the table
to learn more about what works and what does not work in this important area. The
evaluation should be undertaken with the cooperation and participation of
Aboriginal organizations.
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Initiatives like this are fully consistent with the duty to consult and accommo-
date, and with the honour of the Crown, harmonious relations, and the desire to
avoid violence and promote Aboriginal capacity and economic self-sufficiency.

I have focused on the regulation of natural resources and on MNR, but other
provincial ministries, such as those responsible for the environment, energy and
mines, Northern development, municipal affairs, transportation, and others,
should also carefully examine their relationships with Aboriginal peoples to
ensure that they are conducted in keeping with the honour of the Crown, the duty
to consult and accommodate, and the need to encourage and support Aboriginal
capacity and economic self-sufficiency.

5.5 Regulations Regarding Wildlife and Fish

If we are to move beyond the types of conflicts evident in Temagami, the Bruce
Peninsula, and Burnt Church, I believe that we must respect treaty and Aboriginal
rights in the regulation of natural resources. These issues can be very sensitive,
and communication, open-mindedness, understanding, cooperation, and flexi-
bility are vitally important if disputes are to be resolved before they escalate into
confrontation.

5.5.1 The Interim Enforcement Policy

The Interim Enforcement Policy (IEP), adopted in 1991 following the Supreme
Court of Canada decision in R. v. Sparrow,39 is one of the most important policies
regarding Aboriginal and treaty rights related to wildlife and fishing regulations
in Ontario. The IEP was amended in 1996 and 2005 to reflect court decisions
regarding rights protected by s.35 of the Constitution. The IEP was intended to be
an interim measure:

By its terms, the Interim Enforcement Policy was clearly intended to
be an interim measure for recognizing Aboriginal and treaty rights.
The policy expressly provided for immediate negotiations with
Aboriginal people across the province about the MNR’s enforcement
procedures. It also committed the province to enact appropriate legis-
lation regarding Aboriginal harvesting of wildlife and fish. However,
when the province enacted a new Fish and Game Conservation Act, nei-
ther it nor the detailed regulations under it made any reference to treaty
or Aboriginal harvesting rights. Nor does the legislation make any
special arrangements to protect Aboriginal harvesting.40
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The IEP guides MNR enforcement operations, particularly the enforcement
discretion of MNR conservation officers. The policy states that Aboriginal peo-
ple harvesting fish or wildlife for personal consumption or for social or ceremo-
nial purposes are not required to hold the otherwise applicable Ontario licence and
will not be subject to enforcement action, except in certain circumstances.

The IEP has no doubt helped to clarify the exercise of MNR discretion, and
it has also reduced the number of charges brought against Aboriginal peoples by
MNR.

Nevertheless, some legitimate criticisms have been levelled at the Interim
Enforcement Policy, including its interim nature.41 A sixteen-year-old policy is not
“interim.” In any event, it appears that the promise of the IEP has not been fulfilled.
For example, the IEP states that “best efforts will be made to outline traditional
harvest areas.” I have been advised that little work has been done to determine these
traditional harvest areas. The IEP also calls for the establishment of a First
Nations/Ontario Conservation Committee or Regional Committee. Again, I have
been advised that this committee has not been established. The IEP also fails to
protect harvesting intended to provide a moderate subsistence to Aboriginal peo-
ple, a right that has been recognized, in various specific contexts, in a series of
court decisions beginning in the early 1990s.42

I recommend that the Ministry of Natural Resources work with First Nations
in Ontario on ways to update and improve the Interim Enforcement Policy. This
review should also include discussions on how to evaluate and monitor the imple-
mentation of the policy and on ways to improve the transparency and accounta-
bility of MNR enforcement activities.

5.5.2 The Four Point Harvesting Agreement

It is also time for a dedicated effort to resolve outstanding issues regarding Métis
hunting and fishing rights. Some progress on this issue was made following the
Supreme Court of Canada decision in R. v. Powley in 2003. 43 The Province of
Ontario and the Métis Nation of Ontario subsequently entered into the Four Point
Harvesting Agreement, which was intended to recognize that Métis people may
exercise Aboriginal rights to hunt in their traditional territories for food. However,
as Jean Teillet explained, this Agreement “yielded bitterness on all sides.”44 The
difficult and often tense negotiations leading up to the Agreement almost result-
ed in a large public protest by the Métis Nation of Ontario. As well, MNR and
Métis people have some fundamental differences of opinion about the interpre-
tation and scope of the Harvesting Agreement, with the result that MNR has laid
charges against a number of Métis harvesters. In one of these cases, R. v. Laurin,
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Lemieux and Lemieux, the accused and the Métis Nation of Ontario assert that the
charges were laid contrary to the Harvesting Agreement. This case will likely be
heard in 2007.45

5.5.3 Prosecutions and Policy-Making

Professor Coyle and others have pointed out that, since 1990, the province has fre-
quently resorted to prosecuting Aboriginal people rather than engaging in consul-
tation to seek to clarify the existence and extent of treaty rights. On at least three
occasions since the IEP was adopted, Ontario courts have criticized the limitation
of Aboriginal harvesting opportunities and reliance by the province on prosecu-
tion related to Aboriginal constitutional rights.46 I note that the Ontario govern-
ment entered into the IEP, the Saugeen/Ojibway commercial fishing agreement,
and the Métis Four Point Harvesting Agreement after prosecutions and court
decisions which upheld Aboriginal or treaty rights to natural resources.47

In my view, the provincial government should not rely on prosecutions to
determine the scope and extent of Aboriginal rights. This is not consistent with the
honour of the Crown.

5.6 Transparency and Accountability

In addition to those I have already identified, there are a number of mechanisms
which will improve transparency and accountability in government decision-
making in the regulation of natural resources. These efforts will help build pub-
lic trust and promote informed decision-making by all parties involved in these
decisions.

First, I recommend that MNR, and any other provincial ministries whose
activities affect Aboriginal and treaty rights in the regulation of natural resources,
should develop a statement of values that addresses their relations with Aboriginal
peoples. This statement would be similar to the existing provincial Statements
of Environmental Values (SEV). The SEVs include information about how the min-
istry will apply the Environmental Bill of Rights to ministry decisions. SEVs
are posted on the Environmental Registry for public review and comment. An
equivalent statement related to Aboriginal rights would contribute to government
accountability.

Second, the provincial government advised the Inquiry that MNR has
established a Corporate Compliance Governance Office that “promotes the
principles of transparency, accountability and professionalism.” One of the key
projects of this Office will be to develop a formal public complaints process
with respect to the conduct of ministry inspection, investigation, and enforcement
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staff. I recommend that MNR move forward with this initiative. MNR should
consult Aboriginal organizations during the planning stage of this process.

Third, I have already recommended that the province and First Nations in
Ontario should discuss how best to evaluate and monitor the implementation of
a new Interim Enforcement Policy, including examining ways to improve trans-
parency and accountability in MNR activities pursuant to the policy. Transparency
is crucial, as it provides all parties with the information necessary to discuss
issues on an equal and informed basis.

Finally, in my view, the province should apply the successful practice of
keeping third-party interests informed of the progress of land claim negotiations
when developing Aboriginal-specific initiatives on natural resources. The Ontario
Secretariat for Aboriginal Affairs ensures that third parties are given an opportu-
nity to voice their concerns as land claims negotiations proceed. Community
consultation with third parties is thus an important process in enhancing account-
ability and promoting settlements that strengthen relationships between First
Nation communities and their non-Aboriginal neighbours. Accordingly, I rec-
ommend that the province develop and circulate a policy outlining how it will
notify interested third parties of natural resource initiatives involving Aboriginal
peoples.

Recommendations

14. The provincial government should work with First Nations and Métis organ-
izations to develop policies regarding how the government can meet its
duty to consult and accommodate. The duty to consult and accommodate
should eventually be incorporated into provincial legislation, regulations, and
other relevant government policies as appropriate.

15. The provincial government should promote respect and understanding of the
duty to consult and accommodate within relevant provincial agencies and
Ontario municipalities.

16. The provincial government should continue to work with Aboriginal organ-
izations in Ontario to develop co-management arrangements and resource-
sharing initiatives. The provincial government should also provide financial
or other support to Aboriginal organizations and third parties to develop
capacity, identify best practices, and formulate strategies to promote co-
management and resource-sharing.
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17. The provincial government should commission an independent evaluation
of one or more significant co-management initiatives. This evaluation should
be undertaken with the cooperation and participation of Aboriginal organ-
izations.

18. The Ministry of Natural Resources and First Nations should work together
to update and improve the Interim Enforcement Policy. This process should
include discussions on how to evaluate and monitor the implementation of
the policy and on how to improve the transparency and accountability of
MNR enforcement activities.

19. The Ministry of Natural Resources and other provincial ministries whose
activities in the regulation of natural resources affect Aboriginal and treaty
rights should develop and circulate a Statement of Aboriginal Values which
addresses their relations with Aboriginal peoples.

20. The Ministry of Natural Resources should establish a public complaints
process.

21. The provincial government should develop and circulate a policy outlin-
ing how it will notify and consult with interested third parties on natural
resource initiatives involving Aboriginal peoples.
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